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 Has anybody had any problems or can tell me what needs to be done to fix the phone? I flashed this Motorola e1070 using RSD Lite 3.2, but now the phone just flicks. It asks me to switch the phone on manually, after booting, but does. Click to expand... What is the exact model number of your phone? Can you do me a favor and try to just enter in a CMOD command to wipe and flash back to stock?
If it works, do you mind posting the CMOD that you entered? Thanks, Hitting the phone while held upside down on a windows desktop, it usually starts running very quickly. It didn't have any time to display the battery percentage when I checked it, when I pulled it out and put it back in, it had a red "Almost Full" symbol on it. I think I'll need to go and look for a back cover and see if I can find out
which battery it is. But I'm not optimistic about it being easy to find. By the way, when I installed CM7 it restarted the phone many, many times during the process, but it never finished. If it would do this it would be a good sign that it was finished. I think I'm going to be posting some screenshots later of it installed. Thanks for the help, First and foremost, what is the exact model of your phone? Can
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